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Manage the complete electronic matter file to improve staff productivity and client satisfaction

The changing practice of law
Consolidations and mergers, as well as geographic expansion, have put pressures on law firms to manage critical content. Ever-increasing volumes of 
e-mail, with critical attachments need to be part of the matter file. At the same time, clients are pushing for improved online access and higher levels 
of service around the globe. Law firms need an easy, cost-effective way for attorneys to share critical information and best practices, and for partners 
to see complete information on clients’ matters—directly from their familiar desktop environment. To grow financially and build more profitable client 
relationships, firms need tools for cross selling services and for building high-value practice areas. 

Interwoven addresses this challenge by providing attorneys with software that works the way they do. Interwoven WorkSite, considered the Gold 
Standard for document management in the legal industry, delivers document management functionality, such as check-in/check-out, version control, 
search, and categorization. WorkSite also provides tightly integrated team collaboration, e-mail management, portal access, business process 
automation and knowledge management applications, enabling firms to work more productively, build closer relationships with clients, and share 
information and best practices globally. 

Works the way that lawyers do to foster productivity and adoption
WorkSite lets firms create virtual matter files, called WorkSpaces. These files are the electronic equivalent of an expandable paper file folder. Created 
automatically as part of the firm’s matter opening process, WorkSpaces include security controls, metadata such as client, matter, jurisdiction, and 
type of matter for the WorkSpace and each folder. The opening process also generates an e-mail address for automatic e-mail filing (into the matter 
file), ensuring that staff follow best practices. 

Each matter WorkSpace contains sub-folders for correspondence, pleadings, depositions, and other matter-specific items. Attorneys and support staff 
file electronic documents in the folders—just like paper files. Files can be stored in—and retrieved from—the matter folder from productivity tools, 
such as Microsoft Office and Outlook, or from a Web browser. Staff need not leave their familiar working environment. Because it’s easy to file, even 
while doing something else, critical content is captured and made available right away. Unlike other document management solutions, WorkSite offers 
this desktop and browser access without the need to maintain and synchronize multiple databases.

WorkSite streamlines document filing by virtually eliminating manually completed document profile forms. Any item stored in WorkSite, whether a 
document, e-mail, scanned image, or audio file, inherits security and metadata, (client and matter number, matter name) from the folder where it is 
filed. The result is more accurate categorization and search results, and happier attorneys and staff.

Attorneys typically work on several matters at once, so WorkSite provides powerful tools to organize matters. Matter-centric navigation makes it 
easy to move, copy, or create shortcuts to documents, folders and WorkSpaces. Desktop access to WorkSpaces avoids drilling through database 
structures. Refiling misfiled documents is as simple as dragging and dropping them into the correct folder. Profile information updates automatically 
for accurate search results. Current matters appear in a single “My Matters” list. New matters join this list automatically during matter opening, or 
can be added later. Staff can subscribe to an attorney’s My Matters list, sharing the matter file, regardless of location. Robust search capability finds 
critical content—e-mail, attachment, scanned document, PDF, spreadsheet or presentation. Everything filed in WorkSite gets automatically indexed for 
full-text searching, as well as metadata search (client/matter name, number). WorkSite delivers the industry’s only effective approach to managing the 
complete matter file electronically. We call it Matter-centric Collaboration. You’ll call it amazing.

Achieve geographic transparency
For firms with multiple offices, WorkSite Server with Caching manages content in a 
centralized location, providing for business continuity and knowledge sharing, without 
sacrificing fast access to content, even in regions with poor or intermittent network 
connections. The result? LAN-like performance from anywhere, at any time.

Tame the e-mail tiger
The WorkSite Communication Server brings a new level of e-mail management to law firms, 
letting them implement policies that capture all relevant e-mails as part of the electronic 
matter file. Staff and attorneys simply forward or cc e-mail to a special address created for 
each matter. Alternatively, they drag e-mail directly from their inboxes and drop it into a 
matter folder. Sophisticated duplicate detection eliminates redundant copies. 

“We’ve had an Intranet for four years and, 
since its inception, have used it to lever-
age knowledge throughout the firm. The 
firm has also had document manage-
ment since the early 80’s. The WorkSite is 
a logical extension and marriage of both 
of those functions.”

— Donald Sternfeld, CIO, Ropes & Gray
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Mobile professionals: you can take it with you
Legal professionals spend a lot of time in court, on the road, or at client sites, but typical remote tools lack access to features such as check-in/check-
out, version control, and search when not connected. Interwoven OffSite delivers the virtual equivalent of the matter or client file: documents, e-mails, 
scanned images and other content, on a laptop, even one disconnected from the network. It’s the same familiar environment as WorkSite. Browse the 
file hierarchy, view and modify documents, create new ones, and search repository content. On reconnection to the network, new and updated files 
automatically synchronize, with OffSite’s sophisticated synchronization algorithm resolving any conflicts quickly and accurately.

Deliver matter-centric collaboration
WorkSite’s collaborative features manage critical dates and resolve issues centrally, so distributed teams can share client case files, memoranda, 
attorneys’ notes, correspondence, tasks and events—securely. Rather than dealing with long e-mail threads, teams can discuss matters via the firm’s 
Intranet, Extranet or the Internet, using a standard Web browser. A web-based portal supports integration of time and billing, contact information—
even real time news feeds—into a single view. 

Build virtual practice areas to leverage knowledge
The Interwoven solution for law firms enables practice area WorkSpaces where team members can securely review, share and discuss issues with 
attorneys in other offices. Such communities identify interesting events, seminars, and research about their specialty. Firms become more “intelligent” 
through such knowledge sharing. 

Improve customer service to increase revenue, client loyalty
Clients and the firm benefit from access to a unified view of each client’s matters, facilitating better, faster and more accurate client service—while 
building client loyalty. Adding the WorkPortal application lets firms include real time information from external sources, including news feeds, time 
and billing information and contacts. Most systems, including Elite™, CMS Open™ and Interaction™ already integrate with WorkPortal, and new 
integrations are quick and easy to develop with the WorkSite SDK. Unlike stand-alone portals, WorkPortal lets authorized users check documents 
in and out and manage documents from the portal. Firms can give both lawyers and clients secure, personalized, integrated access to all of their 
matters, enabling firms to cross sell services and increase revenues and to build stronger, more profitable client relationships. 

Start small, grow
WorkSite’s modular design lets firms configure and deploy a solution tailored to their needs. Firms implement only what they need today, but can 
easily expand to support future growth. Exceptionally easy to use, WorkSite deploys across organizations within weeks requiring only minimal 
training—for a lower total cost of ownership and rapid return on investment.

Trust the industry leader
WorkSite is used today by more AmLaw 100 firms and more top 200 UK firms than any other system. More than 290 law firms have switched to 
WorkSite from other document management systems. Switching is easier, more cost effective and less risky than you might think. To learn more, visit 
our “Switch” site at switch.interwoven.com.

About Autonomy
Autonomy Corporation plc (LSE: AU. or AU.L), a global leader in infrastructure software for the enterprise, spearheads the Meaning Based Computing 
movement. It was recently ranked by IDC as the clear leader in enterprise search, with market share nearly double that of its nearest competitor. 
Autonomy's technology allows computers to harness the full richness of human information, forming a conceptual and contextual understanding of 
any piece of electronic data, including unstructured information, such as text, email, web pages, voice, or video. Autonomy's software powers the 
full spectrum of mission-critical enterprise applications including pan-enterprise search, customer interaction solutions, information governance, 
end-to-end eDiscovery, records management, archiving, business process management, web content management, web optimization, rich media 
management and video and audio analysis.

Autonomy's customer base is comprised of more than 20,000 global companies, law firms and federal agencies including: AOL, BAE Systems, BBC, 
Bloomberg, Boeing, Citigroup, Coca Cola, Daimler AG, Deutsche Bank, DLA Piper, Ericsson, FedEx, Ford, GlaxoSmithKline, Lloyds TSB, NASA, 
Nestlé, the New York Stock Exchange, Reuters, Shell, Tesco, T-Mobile, the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. More than 400 companies OEM Autonomy technology, including Symantec, Citrix, HP, Novell, 
Oracle, Sybase and TIBCO. The company has offices worldwide. Please visit www.autonomy.com to find out more.


